
Family Friendly exhibition trail for adults and children to

complete together.

1) Find a picture of Jo and draw her in the outline above.

2) Around the edge, write words you can find that  

    describe her identity and the things she cared about.

3) Do any of these words describe you too?

4) What do you think Jo meant when she said: 

Jo's legacy
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respect 

other people 

talk to 

others when we 

feel upset

celebrate what

we have in

common

Make notes on your ideas here:

What would be a fun event to achieve these things? 

How could you make people feel welcome?

Who would you invite?

    What happened to Jo reminds us that we must: 

The Great Get Together

11) Organise an event in your 

       community that helps to 

       unite people, bridge 

       divides and tackle loneliness.

 Visit greatgettogether.org to find out more.
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'We are far more united and have far 

more in common than that which divides us'



Many people who share Jo’s beliefs and values have

found interesting ways to continue her legacy. 

Can you find the projects that inspired these activities?

In 2016, Jo was

attacked and killed.

The person who

murdered Jo did not

agree with her belief

that we should

celebrate what we

have in common. 

Losing Jo shocked

people across the

country and many

people were deeply

upset. 

Looking for More in Common

10) Go for a walk around 

       your local area when 

       you get home. 

   Take or draw pictures of 

    what makes it unique. 

     This could be buildings,  

      nature, people, or  

       something else. 

What can you see? 

What do you think

about clothing?

What question would

you like to ask the

creator of the clothes?

   Threads that Bind Us

9) Look at the pieces 

     of clothing. 

Talk about how we

feel.

Think about happy

memories we shared.

Do something to

remember them.

5) What has helped you 

     feel happy again 

     when you've been 

     sad or upset? 

When we lose someone

we care about it can

help to:

A Day in the Life

7) Think about a 

     memorable day 

     you've had in 

     the last few months. 

What made it special?

The people, music, the

weather, or something

else?

‘My mum would not want us to be sad.  She’d

want us to make a difference in the world.’  

Lejla Cox, age 8, 2021 

Voices of Manchester

8) Ask a friend questions 

    about their interests, 

    identity and family. 

What do you have in

common? 

In Jo's memory More in Common project group
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6) Can you find these objects that show how people 

     remembered Jo after she died?




